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hours we speid.on it they accomplish a certain percentage of work.
(Discussion follows.)

j

Leader: Course the only consideration we have hers is because my house is lo*

I
I

cated on sandrock and yours is located in blow sand. Uho.why shouldn't I
get more credit for beating this rock than you fot simply shoveling blow sando
(Participant, man») Well..we..more or less in the group of these four, five
or six houses. Say tbey necessarily won't be concerned with their own house
well they'll be concerned with the whole community th«re. There'so.it basically it's a community project. And if he gets his hours in I suggested "to
Mr, Tompkins on something on the family basis that some little incentive for
the family to get their, the first family to get their allotted time in on
this house. Some little incentive to get this job and and uh.,
(Mr. Clementi) I have a question that, I have three participants that have a
request to have a storm cellar made under the house. Would that be possible
at their own expense now? They don't want it out of it. At least a 10 x 10
or a 10 x 12. Is that possible?
Mr. Clementi We we, have..we have tried and tried on these storm cellars on
conventional pro ects under theM & M building. And I think the regulation
out of Washingto , if it doesn't affect the structure more than ore percent we
can do it. How his would v^>rk is a complicated operation and uh granted
you've got a hazard there. We just can't buy 10 x 6 or however deep it is.
/
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Uh might change his proposal uh how long it would take the participant to get
the size line,and support over his top end, I don't know. Uh I thiBk possibly
•
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as much land as we're getting and remembering the fact that we're just going
to have a house out there. Th

possibly these storm cellars could be separate.

You know adjacent near the house and they could use it for storage. Might be.,
the cleanest way to handle this.
(Participant, mani) I'd say it would be much separate that way. Or else

